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Lesson Learning Objective and Success 
Criteria 

Learning Tasks & Activities Resources/ICT Links to the Arts 

1 L.O.  To listen to music and 
appraise it 
 
Success Criteria: 
1. I must listen with 
concentration to a variety of 
music. 
2. I should be discuss what I 
have heard. 
3. I could recognize some 
musical features. 

Input: Discuss what kind of music the children like to listen to. Ask 
children if they know what rock music is? Do they know any rock songs? 
What makes a piece of music, rock? 

Activity:  Listen and Appraise – (Step One) Livin’ On A Prayer by Bon 
Jovi: Play the song. Children tap out the pulse whilst answering the on-
screen questions as a focus. The coloured timeline denotes the song 
sections. After listening, talk about the song and answer the questions 
together using correct musical language. Fill in worksheet with notes 
about ‘Livin’ on a prayer in order to make comparisons with other pieces 
of music.  

(Step Two) Now listen to ‘We Will Rock You by Queen’. After listening, 
talk about the song and answer the questions together using correct 
musical language.  Remind children of ‘Livin’ on a prayer’. How are the 
songs different and how are they similar? Fill in worksheet with notes 
about ‘we will rock you’ and make comparisons.  

(Step Three) Finally, listen to ‘Smoke On The Water’ by Deep Purple. 
Answer questions and make comparisons, recording ideas on the given 
sheet. 

Plenary: Discuss what we have learnt in today’s lesson. Which piece of 
music did children like best and why? 

 

Charanga 

Step One: 
Livin’ On A 
Prayer by 
Bon Jovi  

Step Two: 
We Will Rock 
You By 
Queen  

Step Three: 
Smoke On 
The Water by 
Deep Purple 

 

Listening to rock 
music:  
Livin’ On A Prayer by 
Bon Jovi 
We Will Rock You By 
Queen 
Smoke On The Water 
by Deep Purple 
 
Listen and appraising 
by looking at the 
interrelated 
dimensions of music: 
pitch, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, 
texture, structure.  

BRONZE 



2 L.O. To demonstrate my 
understanding of how 

music has changed over 
time.  

 
Success Criteria: 

1. I must be able to find and 
internalise the pulse of 

the music using 
movement. 

2. I should be able to make 
comparisons between 

different pieces of music.  
3. I could use the correct 

music language to 
describe the music I am 

listening to.  
 

Starter: Recap last lesson. What songs did we listen to? How did 
they relate to each other? How were they similar? How were they 
different? 

Activity:  Listen and Appraise – (Step Four) Rockin’ All Over The 
World by Status Quo: Play the song. Children tap out the pulse whilst 
answering the on-screen questions as a focus. The coloured timeline 
denotes the song sections. After listening, talk about the song and 
answer the questions together using correct musical language. 
Recap the song: ‘Livin’ on a prayer’. Can the children make 
comparisons on the two pieces? Children record ideas on the 
worksheet. 

(Step Five) Now listen to ‘Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry’. After 
listening, talk about the song and answer the questions together 
using correct musical language. Discuss how are the songs different 
and how are they similar to all songs we have listened to so far? Fill 
in worksheet with notes about ‘Johnny B. Goode’ and make 
comparisons.  

(Step Six) Finally, listen to ‘I Saw Her Standing There by The 
Beatles’. Answer questions and make comparisons, recording ideas 
on the given sheet. 

Plenary: Now that we have listened to all of the pieces what have 
children noticed about them? How has music changed over that 
period of time?  
 

Charanga 

Step Four: 
Rockin’ All 
Over The 
World by 
Status Quo 

Step Five: 
Johnny B. 
Goode by 
Chuck Berry 

Step Six: I 
Saw Her 
Standing 
There by The 
Beatles 

 

Listening to rock 
music:  
Rockin’ All Over The 
World by Status Quo 
Johnny B. Goode by 
Chuck Berry 
I Saw Her Standing 
There by The Beatles 
 
Listen and appraising 
by looking at the 
interrelated 
dimensions of music: 
pitch, dynamics, 
tempo, timbre, 
texture, structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

   



Lesson Learning Objective and Success Criteria Learning Tasks & Activities Resources/ICT Links to the Arts 

3/4 L.O. To demonstrate my 
understanding of how to use my 
voice with increasing accuracy, 
fluency, control and expression. 

 
 

Success Criteria: 
1.I must be able to sing in an 
ensemble, pronouncing words 
correctly and singing in tune. 

2.I should be able to understand the 
importance of warming up my voice. 
3. I could understand the importance 
of melody, lyrics and how to interpret 

a song. 
 

Input: Recap the work from the last lesson. Tell children that 
we are now going to learn the song ‘Livin’ on a prayer’. 
Discuss what good singing looks like and how it is important 
to warm up correctly as well as pronounce words clearly and 
use our breathing to support our singing. Children can 
complete singing warm-ups using the ‘Sing’ tab at the top of 
the page. If you then scroll to the bottom right, there is a link 
called ‘Warm-Up Activites’. These are great for vocal warm-
ups. 

 
Step One: Livin’ On a Prayer 

Activity: Musical Activities:  

1. Warm-up Games (including vocal warm-ups) - Livin’ 
On A Prayer (Lesson 3 – Bronze, Lesson 4 – Silver) 

2. Flexible Games (an optional extension activity) (3 – 
Bronze, 4 – Silver).  

3. Learn to Sing the Song - Livin’ On A Prayer:  

Plenary: Performance - Livin’ On A Prayer: Perform and 
share what has taken place in today’s lesson. Please record 
the first ever performances and the final singing performance 
to assess the progression the children have made. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Charanga: 

Step One: 
Livin’ On A 
Prayer by 
Bon Jovi  

 

Practising singing skills 
 
Learning to sing the 
song: Livin’ On a Prayer 
by Bon Jovi 
 
Practicing finding the 
pulse, matching pitch, 
creating rhythms etc. 
 
 



5/6 
 

L.O. To demonstrate my 

understanding of how to improvise 
music for a range of purposes. 

Success Criteria: 

1.I must be able to create musical 
improvisations with instruments 

within the context of the song being 
learnt. 

2.I should be able to make up my 
own tune or rhythm when 

improvising. 
3.I could improvise on my own or in a 

group. 
 

Input:  Recap the work from the last lesson.  
Explain that we shall be improvising along with the song 
today – what does this mean? 
What might the rules be when using instruments in class? 
 

Step Three: Livin’ On a Prayer 
Activity:  

1. Warm-up Games (including vocal warm-ups) - Livin’ 
On A Prayer (push children to the gold level) 

2. Flexible Games (an optional extension activity) (push 
children to the gold level) 

3. Play Your Instruments with the Song (using 
glockenspiels or ukuleles) 

4. Improvise with the Song: Revisit Play and Copy back, 
Play and Improvise and Improvise! (See Optional 
Extension Activities for Improvisation). (using 
glockenspiels or ukuleles) 

Improvise solos! 

Plenary: Performance - Livin’ On A Prayer: Perform and 
share what has taken place in today’s lesson. Sing the song 
and improvise using voices and/or instruments within the 
song.  

Record both lessons to show progression. 

  

Charanga: 

 

Step Three: 
Livin’ On A 
Prayer by 
Bon Jovi  

 

Learning Livin’ On a 
Prayer on ukuleles or 
glockenspiels. 
 
Learning to play in time 
with the music 
 
Learning notation 
 
Learning improvisation. 

 

 

 

 


